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Freshwater wetlands are an important part of the landscape. 
They provide food and shelter for a wide variety of plants and 
animals, including insects, amphibians, birds, mammals and more!

As you color these pages, take a journey into the beauty found 
within freshwater wetlands.



Did you know that Native Americans used the buttonbush for 
medicinal purposes? They chewed the bark to alleviate toothaches 
and used the roots to cure inflammation.

       
  BUTTON BUSH



These ferns love fine-grained, wet, acidic soils, making them the 
perfect fit for a freshwater wetland!

       
CINNAMON FERN



Did you notice this crayfish is missing a leg? Crayfish often 
lose limbs or claws, but luckily, they can grow them back! 
This is called regeneration.   

       
     CRAYFISH



A Diving Beetle stores its own air so it can breathe while under 
water searching for food.

       
 DIVING BEETLE



Some experts think that during the Paleozoic Era, dragonflies were 
much larger than they are today because of the amount of oxygen in 
the atmosphere. Some dragonflies had a wingspan of up to two feet!

       
    DRAGONFLY



Did you know frogs were some of the first land animals with vocal 
cords? Frogs make some of the loudest noises in a wetland, and 
they have been croaking away for more than 200 million years!

       
        FROG



The long, wispy plumes that great egrets grow during mating season 
help males attract a mate!

       
   GREAT EGRET



Monarch butterflies are some of the best navigators on the planet! 
Not only do they migrate using the sun as their compass, but if it 
is cloudy, they can use the Earth’s magnetic field as their guide!

    M
ONARCH BUTTERFLY



Did you know only male cardinals have the characteristic red 
color? Females are olive or brown colored, which helps them 
stay hidden while incubating their eggs. 

     N
ORTHERN CARDINAL



The spotted salamander produces bad tasting toxins in the glands 
on its back and tail to dissuade predators.

    SPOTTED SALAMANDER



Trees like the water oak and sweet gum love water so much, 
they can be submerged in it all year long, making them 
perfect candidates to live in a wetland! 

 WATER OAK & SWEET GUM
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